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Abstract 

The paper raises the volume on complex social issues that affect water management. The 

paper proposes Amartya Sen's capability approach (CA) as a suitable framework against 

which to consider these complex ideals. This is because the CA is attentive to issues of 

social justice and it addresses a range of intangible goods that contribute to human well-

being which are critical if the gap between progressive ideas about water policy and their 

practical application is to be lessened. We isolate certain attributes within the CA and 

propose that these attributes are particularly relevant when considering ideas of social 

justice concerning water. We then conclude that a sharper focus on intangible social 

issues brings more precision to a water discourse that is all too often vague and fuzzy in 

its dealings with society. 

 

1. Introduction: contextualising water resource management 

From the 1990s onwards, the integrated water resource management (IWRM) 

paradigm ·gained momentum as a comprehensive paradigm that could engage with 

ideas of sustainable development and the protection of ecosystems to conserve water. 

IWRM is lodged firmly within this global development discourse, a discourse that has, 

from the 1960s onwards, been seeking ways to achieve political freedom, civil rights 

and the end of repressive authoritarian regimes. Explicit links were made between 

economic growth and political freedom, and ideas of supplying goods to people 

without consultation were being revised. Constructs around development were being 

re-evaluated as the conceptual framework for human well-being expanded far beyond 

traditional measurements of income. Discourse concerning participation, inclusivity, 

human rights and social justice prevailed. From the late  1970s, the core message in 

Amartya Sen's Tanner Lecture  at Stanford University  (and subsequent papers on 

development), was that well-being and development are about people and the value lies in 

'living' and not in 'having' commodities (e.g. Sen, 1980, 1983). 

 

In the water sector there is agreement that: 

1. water is an economic good 1 ; 

                                                 

1 The Consultative Group on Intemational Agricultural Research/Intemational Water Management Institute (CGIAR/IWMI) project 

'African Models of Transboundary Govemance' (2002) shows that South Africans value water on intrinsic as well as instrumental 

grounds. Mystic rituals and cultural interpretations of water around the sacred Lake Fundudzi, in the East Soutpansberg region of 

the Limpopo Province, confirm that water has intrinsic values as well as instrumental values. This suggests that water is a valuable 

end in its own right (contrary to conventional wisdom) and may in some sense transcend the boundary of 'economic goods'. 
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2. the focus is not just on 'hardware' but also on 'software' aspects of water delivery; 

3. there should be a shift from supply (with its socially and politically oppressive 

consequences) to demand. 

 

There is an agreement that IWRM adheres to principles known as the three Es: social 

equity, economic feasibility and environmental sustainability. The phasing out of top-

down impulses and the growing popularity of participation and bottom-up processes 

rests on the assumption that participation of interested and affected parties is a viable 

mechanism to address the needs of people and the environment. There is an assumption 

that the achievement of the three Es will create a better life for all. But there are problems 

in masterminding a paradigm, such as IWRM that is too tightly shackled to powerful 

transnational discourses and normative platitudes. As Huitema et al. (2011) observe, 

similar discourses of decentralisation and participatory governance are occurring in 

multiple places around the globe at the same time. But the danger is that these global 

discourses result in a focus on generic institutions and that they encourage the application 

of prescriptive messages and do not pay enough attention to particular historical 

trajectories, such as that in South Africa for instance, because willy-nilly prescriptions 

often presume that 'one size fits all'. 

 

Much has been said about the gap between progressive policy and its practical 

application on the ground (Chess & Gibson, 2001 in Cohen & Davidson, 2011; Goldin, 

2010). We propose that vagueness and intellectual frailty regarding the human dimension 

of water resource management has led to gaps between progressive water policy and its 

practical application. Bottlenecks in the water sector are much more to do with the 

poverty of politics, management and community engagement than with water 

resources management. The central goal of this paper is to consider a theoretical 

framework for the development of a list of capabilities relevant for the water sector. 

Such a list would help focus on the human dimension of water resources management. It 

could also be used as a tool for evaluating water projects and assessing whether or not 

IWRM is allowing more opportunities for people to be or to do what they choose to be or 

to do. 

 

This paper is divided into five parts. As the readers of Water Policy are familiar with the 

literature on water resources management, Section 1 has contextualised water resources 

management within a development framework. Section 2 considers the role of 

'intangible goods' and the potential contribution of the human development and 

capability framework to water resource management. Section 3 gives an example of a list 

of valuable capabilities some - or all - of which might be relevant for the water sector. 

Section 4 considers the relevance of each of the capabilities in this hypothetical list 

considering the linkages between water management and well-being. Section 5 

presents some final remarks  and  conclusions. 

 

2. Intangible goods and the challenge of water resource management 

If we agree that there are obvious links between water and human development then we 

would expect those working in the water sector to have a reasonable understanding  of 

poverty  and how water and human development are linked. Agrawal & Gibson (1999) 

and Ostrom (1996) argue that bringing communities  who  are  closest  to  resources  
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into  decision-making  is  essential  for  achieving  sustainable solutions for natural  

resource  management.  There is little disagreement  in developing  countries that water 

is a multi-stakeholder  issue. Yet, this idea of multi-stakeholder participation  implies 

that stakeholders  have  the  opportunity  (capability)  to  make  well-informed  

decisions,  all  too  often  ignoring 'vicious'  cycles  of  poverty  and  natural  resource  

degradation.  The  practical  application  of  IWRM depends  on  a  healthy  social  

system,  and  core  aspects  of  IWRM  include  coordination  of  actions, which,  as 

Molle  & Hoanh  (2011) remind  us, requires  the  adequate distribution  of  decision-

making power, across hydrologic, administrative and political levels. It is challenging 

to isolate human dimensions that are necessary for 'adequacy' in decision-making,  so 

that IWRM can be applied practically. The multi-dimensional  approach to poverty and 

in particular Sen's (1993, 1999) capability approach (CA) framework embraces notions 

of development  that focus on the expansion of human capabilities and it centres on 

enhancing choices and freedom to live a good form of life. For Sen (1999), 

development is the freedom to choose or, put simply,  'progress or development or 

poverty  reduction, occurs when people have greater freedoms' (Sen, 1999, p. 28). The 

main argument of Sen's (1999) book Development as Freedom is that individuals 

achieve freedoms - or fail to achieve them - because of social, political and economic 

constraints or opportunities. Vagueness about what constitutes these substantive 

freedoms is unhelpful because these freedoms are the cornerstone of  'adequate'  

distribution of power and knowledge that are critical components of equitable 

decisi9n-making. 

 

With the change from supply- to demand-driven approaches, citizens are now expected 

to take control of their environment and participate in decisions that improve their 

quality of life and that can maintain ecosystem equilibrium for future generations. 

Participation and stakeholder engagement in water resources management depends on 

improved capabilities and function(ing) of individuals. Capabilities and functioning are 

two concepts that are central to the CA. Function(ing) is for Sen (1999) 'the various 

things a person may value doing or being' (p. 75), such as being adequately nourished, 

being in good health, avoiding escapable morbidity, being happy, having self-respect 

and taking part in the life of the community (see also Sen (1985) and Table 1 below). 

The person's capability, on the other hand, reflects his or her freedom or opportunity to 

achieve this functioning. A person has the choice to choose to be adequately nourished, 

to choose to be in good health and so forth, as long as the opportunity to afford these 

goods is available. 

 

People can be deprived of physical goods, such as pipes, toilets and taps, and this 

lowers their living standards, narrowly defined. However, there is also deprivation of 

intangible goods such as dignity, aspirations, understanding and empowerment that 

undermines multiple aspects of well-being. These deprivations are in domains that are 

less easily measured because they are invisible and as Krishna (2002) says when  

speaking of attitudinal components  of social capital such as trust, these are often 

only  carried  around  in  people's  heads.  Van  Staveren  & Knorringa  (2007)  examine  

the  economic spin-offs of social relationships and 'what they are and what they do' (p. 

117). The consequences are not just economic gains, for deprivation might perpetuate 

feelings of shame and humiliation, and aggravate degrees of social exclusion. 
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Shame inhibits participation in public life and it seriously jeopardises the building of 

trust. Shame is an awkward bedfellow  with dignity, pride and self-esteem which are 

the anticipated outcomes of social equity and the fair distribution of resources 2 . 

 

Evidence shows that where governance mechanisms are too fragile or inadequate, the 

sustainability of water resource management is threatened. Water resource 

management can have a positive feedback loop on human freedom. The obvious way 

in which this occurs is by affording water users the opportunity to influence who 

should get water, how much and at what cost, and how the resource should be 

managed, controlled and protected. This positive feedback loop increases feelings of 

engagement, autonomy, understanding and self-esteem, thus enhancing opportunity 

and choice (freedoms)  for people to be or to do what they value being and doing. As 

people learn about what works and what does not work for them, they become active 

in making decisions that affect their everyday lives. Achievements in water quality and 

assurance of water supply enable people to enjoy healthier living and this is part of 

the positive feedback loop that results in humans living longer, escaping avoidable 

morbidity and being well nourished. These are among the intrinsically valuable 

capabilities Sen highlights that go hand in hand with intangibles (empowerment, self-

esteem, etc.) which together contribute to a good life. Although Sen (2004) does not 

endorse a definitive view of the good life, clearly feelings of shame and humiliation do 

not form part of that life and are closely related to inequalities and infringements on 

freedoms. 

 

A fragmented sectoral approach to IWRM problems has not helped bridge the gap 

between social and technical disciplines. Similarly, there is intense and repeated 

                                                 

2 Goldin (2003, 2005a, b, 2008, 2010) examines the relationship between knowledge, power, agency and shame and argues that 

unequal relations of power and knowledge restrict agency and perpetuate feelings of shame. There are aspects of poverty that are 

likely to correlate with shame. Goldin (2005a) observes that some individuals stopped attending church because they were ashamed 

of inviting the priest to their homes when it was their tum to do so as they did not have a toilet in their dwelling. See also Reyles's 

(2007) proposal for intemationally comparable indicators of shame and humiliation as well as Alkire (2007). 
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borrowing from over-arching consensual concepts like sustainable development, IWRM, 

or participatory management which, as Molle & Hoanh (2011) note, tend to sound 

hollow when decontextualised. Financial, hydrological or engineering elements are 

already tackled head-on but scientists working in the sector, on the whole, shirk away 

from drawing boundaries and contextualising social issues with the same care. One of the 

reasons is that these 'softer' issues are hard to tap into, but it is worth remembering that 

a construct such as social capital was also hard to tap into and it was not considered a 

key development concern until very recently, when the concept was mainstreamed into 

economics. Intangible goods influence the way in which people engage with one 

another. Clearly, when these goods are lacking the project of managing water and 

achieving the three Es can be slowed down or stopped altogether. 

 

3. Developing the capability approach for the water sector 

In the interest of precision and given the need to draw a boundary around the human 

development aspects that are critical for the sector, the paper proposes a hypothetical 

list of capabilities that could be useful for the water sector. 

 

3.1 Identification of relevant capabilities 

While Sen, in his extensive writings, provides many examples of valuable capabilities 

(see Table 1), he has repeatedly refused to endorse a set list of capabilities as 

'objectively correct' (Sen, 1993, p. 47), something that has brought him into direct 

conflict with other capability theorists (e.g. Nussbaum, 2000; Robeyns, 2003, 2008). 

 

Several other lists of key capabilities have been developed over the years for varying 

purposes including studying gender inequality (Robeyns, 2003), human rights abuses 

(Alkire ei al., 2009) and the wellbeing of children (Biggeri et al., 2006). Nussbaum 

(2000) develops a universal list of 'central human capabilities' that can be specified at 

a general level and used as the basis for a set of political principles that are embodied in 

constitutional guarantees, human rights legislations and development policy. The latest 

version of this list (which has not changed much over the years) is summarised in Table 

2. Table 2 compares and contrasts these lists with a close rival that focuses on 

'prudential values', that is, those values which make any human life go better and 

which are predicated on the notion of a 'good life' (Qizilbash, 1996a, b)3. 

 

Methods of identifying indicators within the CA framework include the ad hoc selection 

of capabilities by experts (field, academic, technical, policy), the development of more 

complex rules and procedures for identifying relevant capabilities, and approaches that 

are grounded in fieldwork and empirical studies which attempt to gauge the values of 

ordinary people (Clark, 2006, p. 36). In particular, Robeyns (2003) has  proposed a 

five-fold criterion for developing a list  of capabilities which emphasises the importance 

of explicit formulation (the list must be explicit, discussed and defended); 

methodological justification (the method must be appropriate for the task in hand); 

sensitivity to context (the level of abstraction should be appropriate for achieving the 

aims and objectives); levels of generality (if the goal is empirical application and 

                                                 

3 Alkire (2002), Clark (2002) and Saith (2007) have compared broader lists of capabilities, rights and needs. For brevity, the focus 

here is on capabihties and prudential values. Little of substance would be added by considering accounts of rights and need. 
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implementable policy proposals, an 'ideal' list should be complemented  with  a  

'pragmatic'  list  that  allows  for  the  constraints  imposed  by  data  limitations  and  

measurement design); and exhaustion and non-reduction (the list should be complete 

and its constituent components should not be reducible to other elements). 

 

 
 

3.2. List of capabilities for the water sector? 

As stated in the introduction, a central goal of this paper is to consider the usefulness of 

developing a list of capabilities that is relevant for the water sector. Such a list is useful 

for evaluating water projects and assessing whether or not IWRM is enhancing the 

freedoms of people who are affected by it. The list is not cast in stone and is likely to 

change under different development conditions. But more important than the list itself 

is the identification of attributes, because this is a process that takes us one step further 

in mainstreaming 'intangible goods' for water resource management discourse. A 

three-fold methodology is employed in order to select capabilities for the water sector. 
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First, the relevance of the capabilities in Table 1 is considered. Second, these capabilities 

are considered against criteria for selecting dimensions (Robeyns, 2003) and indicators 

of well-being (Clark, 2008b)4. Finally, the selection of capabilities is informed by many 

years of fieldwork experience in the water sector, the results of empirical studies that 

have attempted to identify valuable capabilities in the local context (most notably, Clark, 

2003; Goldin, 2008) and the broader findings of participatory poverty studies (e.g. 

Wilson & Ramphele, 1989; Narayan et al., 2000). The following dimensions have been 

selected for the water sector in accordance with these principles following  'common 

sense' round-table discussions with colleagues5: 

 

1 health and basic goods; 

2 education and literacy; 

3 certain basic mental and physical capabilities; 

4 self-respect and aspiration; 

5 autonomy and self-determination; 

6 awareness; 

7 understanding; 

8 significant relations with others; 

9 participation in social life; 

10 accomplishment. 

 

Importantly, all the dimensions are of central importance and there is no preferred 

ordering or ranking of the capabilities listed. The nature of the list and its applicability 

can only be determined by the unit of analysis and the issue of 'scale' as a measurement 

challenge applies. It is the process of isolating dimensions and seeking out appropriate 

indicators that draws attention to human attributes that are mostly superficially 

sketched. What is important within this context is a process of 'practical reasoning' 

and not the end product itself. The emphasis is not on the list but on the application 

and understanding of why there should be a list in the first place and how this list 

might be shaped. The design of the list and the selection of attributes on it is the result 

of this process. 

 

The list is simply an organising tool, and in a specific case one might decide that all 

attributes are essential and that without them individuals engaging with water 

resource management concerns might be significantly less free. On another occasion 

scientific inquiry by water professionals in consultation with communities might reveal 

that only some 'core' attributes matter enough to be included. As the project of IWRM 

evolves and the development context alters, the list might also change. It is this process 

and the subsequent application of the product that sharpens the edge around the 'fuzzy' 

issues that have to do with people. As a result of this process the human element is more 

carefully defined and its significance in the broader IWRM debate gains clarity. 

 

                                                 

4 In particular MoUer & Schlemmer's (1989) criteria for selecting quality of life indicators was used, which includes: (1) split 

sample reliability, (2) association with global measures, (3) comprehensive coverage of major life domains, (4) relevance for social 

policy and (5) a substantial dose of common sense (p. 287). 
5 IWRM Programme, University of the Western Cape. 
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It is also possible, and even likely, that certain human attributes or capabilities will remain 

the same and will be part of any basket of intangible assets required to achieve social 

equity, economic viability and environmental sustainability. But even though it is likely 

that there are 'common' goods, these goods cannot be predefined because the water 

resource health list for any proposed basket of goods is evaluated on a case-to-case basis, 

at an appropriate scale and with appropriate role players. 

 

Our own preliminary selection of attributes or dimensions was chosen as an example of 

the kind of dimensions or measures that together might contribute to more 'freedoms' 

and to the creation of an enabling environment for meaningful participation in integrated 

water resources management6 . 

 

Sen and Qizilbash agree 'on a set of basic material goods: (a) food of adequate nutritional 

value, (b) health, (c) sanitation, (d) water, (e) shelter, (f) rest, and (g) physical exercise. 

We include these in the first broad category of 'health' which has been expanded to cover 

'basic goods'. Note that water and sanitation are in this category. 

 

4. Relevance of a water resource health list 

 

Let us now consider the links between each major capability and access to clean water and 

water management7. In many cases, these links have implications for the selection of 

relevant indicators. Each of the items on the list will be discussed separately (see Table 3 

for a summary of the items and a rationale for their inclusion). 

 

1. Water and sanitation are tangible goods that often feature in living standards and 

quality of life surveys. Such measures are typically crude and more work needs to be 

done to improve existing measures of water adequacy and sanitation. Ideally, an 

expanded set of water and sanitation measures should capture access to water, 

assurance of supply, water quality, gender dimensions of water, property rights, 

adequacy, cost and so forth. In our list, water is included along with health in the first 

broad category (see Section 4.2). The basic goods included in this first category (namely 

water, sanitation, physical security and shelter) are goods that any developmental state 

would be expected to supply because deprivation in any of these domains would deny 

key freedoms. This first broad category health is distinct from the third broad category 

that identifies the dimensions of physical (and mental) security as significant. 

 

 

                                                 

6 The list resembles the prudential values proposed by Qizilbash (1996a, b) and includes several of the 'intrinsically valuable' 

capabilities cited in Sen's work (see Table 1). 
7 Nussbaum (2005) describes the impact of violence and physical security on a similar list of capabilities. 
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2. The second category is education and literacy. Basic minimal levels of literacy and 

education are necessary for the attainment of freedom to participate in decisions about 

water issues. The category 'education' should be expanded to include informal education 

and indigenous knowledge about the environment and water, as well as measures that 

tap into water literacy. Indicators in this broad category would need to tap into 

knowledge, including access to knowledge, quality of information, as well as the 

accuracy and accessibility of that information. Knowing things - and naming things - is 

important to the way in which processes in multi-stakeholder decision-making in 

water resource management unfold. The exit strategy of a given project  should  be  able 

to  measure  whether there have been new opportunities created for the control, 

management, protection and so on of the resource through learning and knowledge 

flows. This would mean recognising differences between knowledge regimes and 

making sure that difference does not mean exclusion of certain types of experience and 

knowledge. 

3. The third broad category relates to mental and physical capacities. Although this 

could be considered to be part of the broad category of 'health' as indicated above, 

this differs from the first category, as these freedoms are internal capacities that an 

individual is born with. There is some degree of interdependence between the first and 

third categories as deprivation in  the former (which might occur if the state fails to 

protect health and provide basic goods) could result in deprivation in terms of physical 

and mental functioning. Failure of the state to protect people from polluted waters 

and other external stressors could jeopardise attainment of mental and physical 

freedoms. In the extreme, obliging someone to walk long distances in remote rural 

settings to get to a water source, might cause irreparable damage to that person's body 

or could result in rape or violent assault. The freedom to be healthy is enhanced - or 

inhibited - by the state. Certain basic intellectual and physical capacities described in 

this broad category are innate and are not primarily determined, or undermined by 

state intervention. Note that the attribute 'intellectual' capabilities that Qizilbash 

(1996a, b) highlights has been excluded, because it requires sophisticated measures that 

are difficult to tap into. 

4. The fourth broad category is self-respect and aspiration. There are indicators being 

developed for this category  and they  are designed  to capture the instrumental  as 

well  as intrinsic  aspects of 
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self-respect. Clark (2008a) isolates the indicators that capture self-respect and 

organises them into sub-domains. Aspiration and self-respect have been linked because 

they are closely related to each other - without self-respect one is unlikely to aspire or 

experience hope, because one is unlikely to consider oneself worthy of personal 

achievement. Aspiration is a helpful attribute because it could also be used to capture 

different reasons for 'giving' or varying degrees of philanthropy that form part of social 

interactions. In some instances, collaboration and cooperation between water users are 

valued and it is helpful to find motives for engagement - or lack thereof - in this 

collective action (see also Goldin et al., 2009). The point has been made about 

appearing in public without shame, and unequal relations of power or lack of 'scientific' 

or 'acceptable' knowledge also act as inhibitors for engaging in public spaces (Goldin, 

2008, 2010). When considering self-respect and aspiration, we also recognise sub-

domains or relevant indicators such as trust and self-respect, and trust, knowledge 

and agency that are closely intertwined. Self-respect is a critical construct to tap into 

as a measure of achievement in IWRM. If an individual does not feel good about him 

or herself or feel valued by others, then it unlikely that this person will engage in 

public spaces. The 'health' of the ecosystem as a whole cannot be separated from the 

social structures in which that person is embedded. An individual might well aspire to 

be part of a water management committee, and that person might feel 'happy' that they 

have been elected to sit on a committee, and yet when they are at meetings they might 

be made to feel bad about themselves (Goldin, 2010). If this is the case then the 

freedom to function fully as a well-respected  member of  society  who  is engaging  in  

an  institution that  makes  that person  feel respected  and  good about themselves,  is 

diminished. The opportunity  to be or to do what that person  values being or doing, 

for instance to be part of decision-making structures, is therefore reduced. 

5. The fifth broad category is autonomy and self-determination, which refers to the 

control an individual has over his or her life. This is different from external freedom 

(positive or negative) although restrictions in external freedoms might constitute 

barriers to self-determination. For example, being deprived of the external freedom to 

move about easily from one place to another because there is a lack of affordable 

transport might restrict the capability to participate in water committees. Another 

restrictor on autonomy and self-determination is the freedom listed in the broad 

category, physical security. Women and young girls who are compelled to walk long 

distances in remote rural areas in order to collect water are often unsafe and lack 

physical security. But category five captures control and unequal power relations within 

households that restrict individuals, in particular women and youth, from moving out 

of the domestic realm into the public sphere. There are other instances where people 

are coerced into attending meetings in public spaces  and are made to feel bad about 

themselves if they do not attend public meetings or if they attend but cannot participate 

meaningfully. Certain social environments promote a sense of empowerment, self-

respect and foster agency, whilst others perpetuate deprivation and exclusion. A person 

is unable to function as an agent of change without the opportunity or freedom to 

achieve a certain level of self-respect - feeling respected by others. This in tum impacts 

on the way in which an individual may or may not be able to participate in water 

forums. Forced participation is the same as inadequate participation because it 

perpetuates vicious cycles of exclusion and because it does not make it any easier for 
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people to function in accordance with their values. For those who are 'forced' or 

'coerced' to participate, the costs are often greater than the benefits. 

6 and 7. The sixth and seventh attributes are awareness and understanding. These two 

capabilities are not  the  same.  Some  public  awareness  campaigns  might  promote  

awareness  but  not  foster understanding. Understanding comes about when the 

messages are clear and precisely conveyed in a language that is accessible so that the 

messages can be interpreted and applied. Some campaigns, including those concerning 

water, deliberately raise the volume on some issues at the expense of others. In some 

cases important aspects of water resource management have been obscured. The case 

for the opening up of new coal mines in the Mpumalanga Province of South Africa is 

pertinent. A number of public participation meetings were held giving information about 

the mines. However, people attending the meeting were not given enough information 

to understand the effect of acid mine drainage on ground water aquifers by these 

mines. Another example is licensing: communities might be aware that there are laws 

about licensing, but might not fully understand the rationale behind licensing or the 

way in which decisions are being taken about the allocation of water for different 

purposes and users. The difference between awareness and understanding needs to be 

handled with care and the emphasis that Sen (1999, 2009) places on public reasoning 

is relevant within this context. The aggressive rollout of public participation 

campaigns where citizens are called upon to make input into proposed developments 

can also, in the extreme, aggravate feelings of shame and social exclusion where 

information is inaccessible and alienating. 

8. The eighth broad category is significant relations with others. Significant relations 

with others and participation in public life are fundamental opportunities (capabilities) 

that enhance human freedom. If relations with others are inhibited because of 

unequal power or restriction to knowledge (Goldin, 2008, 2010), then some individuals 

will have less freedom and will not be able to achieve the 'doings' and 'beings' that they 

have reason to value. If institutions are not sufficiently democratic and where there are 

unequal relations of power, it is likely that public  discussion  and debates will amplify 

the voices and influence of some  sections  of  society  at the  expense  of others (Botes & 

van Rensberg, 2000). In short, such institutions and structures are unlikely to promote 

the freedom of the most vulnerable and disadvantaged groups. The qualifier 

'significant' matters here because an insignificant relationship with a powerful 'other' 

might make little difference if a water committee member is hoping to maximise 

his/her relationship with this authority, whilst a meaningful - or significant - 

relationship could make all the difference. Influencing the tribal authority in ways that 

are positive can lead to improvements in water quality, or/and water availability for 

the community at large. 

9. The ninth broad category is participation in social life. Participation in social life is 

about structural social capital (belonging and networks) as opposed to attitudinal 

social capital (such as trust or shame that is captured in the eighth broad category 

above). Participation in social life could lead to significant relations with others. It is 

likely that someone who does have ample opportunity to participate in social life, and 

uses this opportunity, would be more likely to have more ·freedom to develop 

significant relations with others. Participation in social life - structural social capital - 

promotes trust. A notable example is the case of the 'water and social life project' in 

Mexico where attempts to foster closer social relations and social life have been used as 
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part of a wider strategy (alongside education, participation and self-analysis) to help 

address the water crisis and reduce conflict over this increasingly scarce resource 

(Escamilla & Kurtycz, 2012). On the other hand, lack of participation in social life 

might promote feelings of shame and make a person feel helpless or disempowered. 

10. The 10th category is accomplishment. This has much in common with the notion of 

aspiration, category four, which taps into the idea of being able to achieve one's goals 

and objectives. Accomplishment  is also captured by  the notion  of achieving the 

things that give life meaning,  point or weight (Qizilbash, 1996a, b). A number of 

indicators are commonly used to tap into meaning and satisfaction with life. A person 

who is actively engaged with IWRM, and believes they are making a difference to the 

ways in which water is managed and controlled, may experience a great sense of 

accomplishment. This person might feel that his or her life has meaning because of 

their contribution to water resource management and that this accomplishment brings 

respect. An example is the community of Mjejane in Mpumalanga where a group of 

women were instrumental in securing the protection of a water source. They aspired to 

this and when they achieved their goal they felt accomplished and were satisfied with 

their achievements. The achievements in both tangible (for instance earth dams 

harvesting rain water) and intangible (for instance dignity, self-esteem, trust) assets 

made them feel good about themselves and  motivated  them  to engage in other 

development projects in Mjejane where their livelihoods were improved through water 

and food security (Goldin et al., 2009). 

11. Unfavourable social settings can result in grinding and disharmonious 

relationships that are detrimental to development and to the progressive application of 

policy. It follows that deprivations cause a negative chain reaction that impacts on 

multiple opportunities. The identification· of opportunity or of deprivation in the 10 

listed dimensions is part of the diagnostic toolbox that is a useful way of getting to 

some of the causes of dysfunction in IWRM that can lead to unsustainable solutions in 

water resource management. 

 

5. Conclusion and final remarks 

Water policy in South Africa has wholeheartedly embraced a new water management 

paradigm, yet there are repeated failures to achieve this reform. A critical bottleneck in 

the water sector is that there is little in the way of scientific experiment, reflection and 

meaningful debate about human attributes that matter for the practical application 

and achievement of IWRM. Effective water resource management needs people who 

are able to connect to others, who are able to understand, who are aware, who have a 

sense of achievement or satisfaction working in water management institutions, and 

so forth. Water management institutions at various scales, from village committees 

upwards to water user associations and catchment fora, have the potential to create 

spaces where people can connect with or disconnect from one another and can build 

relationships which are dynamic and on-going. There is a positive feedback loop 

between favourable project implementation and enhanced freedoms or capabilities. 

What is relevant within the context of this paper is the idea that intangible goods 

matter to people and that the achievement of attributes like those selected in the 

proposed list, for instance, are likely to activate their engagement in water resource 

management. A rigorous debate about 'intangibles' will enable policymakers and 

practitioners to focus more sharply on social issues. In so doing, responsible action to 
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enhance the listed attributes is likely to be facilitated, adjusting budgets and timeframes 

accordingly. The process of identifying the domains renders visible intangible goods 

that have until now been too fuzzy. 

 

There are restraining and inhibiting factors that prevent a person achieving the 

opportunity (capability) to choose to be or to do (functioning)  what is valued by that 

person in a particular  setting. The normative nature of social  necessities,  such  as the  

'must have  multi-stakeholder  participation' and   'must  take  indigenous  knowledge  

into  account',  are  often  misguiding.   There  is  vagueness circumscribing people, in 

contrast to physical and tangible goods, where the rigours of science are meticulously 

applied using the budgets and timeframes that support scientific inquiry. The CA creates 

a space for practical, ethical and theoretical· discussions and takes the discourse about 

people and water resources management one step further. It is a normative evaluative 

lens through which to consider the way in which human and ecosystems are mediated. 

 

One of the critiques of IWRM is that it is a Western notion of development that has little 

relevance within the African context. Certainly, the spaces for groups to manoeuvre from 

the bottom are being more and more tightly squeezed, as 'modem' ideals borrowed from 

global platforms gain leverage. These vague ideas are offered as 'modem' solutions to 

poverty in natural resource management and the crisis of degraded ecosystems. If this 

is so, then vagueness about the science of the people is a peril to the environment. As 

social scientists raise the idea that particular attributes matter if people are going to 

engage with water resources management, it is likely that the capacity to govern and 

influence decisions will grow as citizens become more vocal about what they want and 

what they do not want. This is a discourse for the front not the backstage. 
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